Identification of the gamma-subunit interaction sites in the retinal cyclic-GMP phosphodiesterase beta-subunit.
Using synthetic peptides, the identification of the retinal cyclic-GMP phosphodiesterase (cGMP PDE) interaction sites for the inhibitory gamma-subunit in the catalytic alpha-subunit were recently localized to residues #16-30 and 78-90 in the alpha-subunit (1). In this study, a binding radioimmunoassay (RIA) showed a weak interaction between PDE gamma and PDE beta subunits in PDE beta residues #15-34, and stronger interaction sites were found in residues #91-110 and 211-230. Sequence comparison between PDE alpha and PDE beta illustrate some differences in these regions, particularly in PDE alpha 16-30 and PDE beta 15-34 regions. Differences in interaction sites in PDE alpha and PDE beta for PDE gamma may account for the differences in affinities observed between PDE gamma and the catalytic subunits.